
Squaring The Wheel

Inexperienced, suddenly-hired administrators.
Supervisors, directors, specialists, evaluators, coaches, facilitators and managers.
Continually reassigned and re-titled “fixers.”
Wishing to camouflage the weaknesses attached to an often gaping lack in hands-on 

experience, reform hires determinedly set out to ignore – even as they avoided taking any advice 
from – a long-term knowledgeable staff (those so many old-school experienced employees who 
might irritatingly have warned of previously implemented failures).  Holding tightly to the 
modern-day call for a non-collaborative, top-down “smarter” management, defensive reform 
supervisors pushed an ever changing flow of “non-negotiable” dictates, one after the next, onto 
schools, students and educators.  

And then, all together?
Everyone watched as, over and over, and then over again:
Efforts floundered, spluttered, fell apart, and failed.  
You simply couldn’t stop them. 
In days of a statistically commanded accountability, punitively silenced low-income 

school teachers, each year more assertively tasting the humiliation of an ever broader and ever 
meaner national denigration, learned the hard way, that – when reform programs and regulations 
came flying?  The only tolerated action on the part of lowest-level educators was, in fact, no 
action at all.  Expected in days of a “benevolent” reform to sit quietly, saying nothing; trained 
assertively into the role of compliantly voiceless observers – educators sat.  And watched as a 
thin-skinned, mind-bogglingly inexperienced leadership imposed the perpetual (and wildly 
expensive) re-creation of the accountability wheel.  

Decisively relegated to their modern-day lodging on the floor below the ladder of 
authority and expected, as they were unceremoniously lumped up there together, to observe in a 
passive conformity – with an increasing frustration, educators took note that the wheel under 
construction? 

Was seldom round.  
More often than not? 
It was rectangular. 
Or maybe it had been forced into the shape of a square. 
Occasionally?
It had even been compressed into a triangle.
Those who, clenching their fists and clearing their throats, mentioned, however politely, 

that perhaps all of this overwhelmingly expensive, time consuming and ultimately inoperable re-
creation of the accountability wheel was not allowing teachers to work smarter, just a lot harder.  

Well, selfishly resistant employees like these; employees who spoke up; employees who 
thought it necessary to call attention to a seriously faulty mis-management?  

Oh, make no mistake about it:
They got noticed.


